Decarboxylation involving a ferryl, propionate, and a tyrosyl group in a radical relay yields heme \(b\)
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The \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\)-dependent oxidative decarboxylation of coproheme III is the final step in the biosynthesis of heme \(b\) in many microbes. However, the coproheme decarboxylase reaction mechanism is unclear. The structure of the decarboxylase in complex with coproheme III suggested that the substrate iron, reactive propionates, and an active-site tyrosine convey a net \(2e^-/2\text{H}^+\) from each propionate to an activated form of \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\). Time-resolved EPR spectroscopy revealed that Tyr-145 formed a radical species within 30 s of the reaction of the enzyme–coproheme complex with \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\). This radical disappeared over the next 270 s, consistent with a catalytic intermediate. Use of the harderoheme III intermediate as substrate or substitutions of redox-active side chains (W198F, W157F, or Y113S) did not strongly affect the appearance or intensity of the radical spectrum measured 30 s after initiating the reaction with \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), nor did it change the \(\sim 270\) s required for the radical signal to recede to \(\leq 10\%\) of its initial intensity. These results suggested Tyr-145 as the site of a catalytic radical involved in decarboxylating both propionates. Tyr-145\textsuperscript{5} was accompanied by partial loss of the initially present Fe(III) EPR signal intensity, consistent with the possible formation of Fe(IV)\textsuperscript{5}=O. Site-specifically deuterated coproheme gave rise to a kinetic isotope effect of \(\sim 2\) on the decarboxylation rate constant, indicating that cleavage of the propionate \(C\beta–H\) bond was partly rate-limiting. The inferred mechanism requires two consecutive hydrogen atom transfers, first from Tyr-145 to the substrate \(\text{Fe}/\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) intermediate and then from the propionate \(C\beta–H\) to Tyr-145\textsuperscript{5}.

Metallotetrapyrroles are among nature’s oldest and most versatile catalytic scaffolds. Their functional versatility is due to the macrocycle’s capacity for accommodating a variety of metals at the center and organic functional groups around the periphery. Many well-characterized enzymes that use a metallotetrapyrrrole as a substrate, such as heme oxygenase (1, 2), heme A synthase (3), or some cytochrome P450s (4), take advantage of its intrinsic reactivity, so that these reactions have an autocatalytic character. Coproheme decarboxylase is a metallotetrapyrrrole-modifying enzyme that likewise uses a heme as both substrate and cofactor, catalyzing the oxidative decarboxylation of ferric \(2,4,6,7\)-tetrapropionic acid porphyrin (coproheme) to yield ferric \(6,7\)-dipropionic acid-2,4-divinyl porphyrin (heme \(b\)). This reaction is the final step in the heme biosynthetic pathways of diverse Gram-positive bacteria and possibly some Archaea (5), encoded by a gene alternately referred to as \textit{cld} or \textit{hemQ} or, most recently, as \textit{chdC} (5, 6).

Each decarboxylation is an oxidation in which a net two electrons and two protons are transferred from the reactive propionate to a molecule of \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), yielding \(2\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{CO}_2\), and a new vinyl group (7, 8). \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) activation at the open coordination position on the substrate iron (distal pocket) could generate any of a number of well-known reactive species, including a ferric hydroperoxy (Fe(III)–OOH), ferryl porphyrin \(\pi\)-cation radical (Fe(IV)=O (por\textsuperscript{+})), compound I), or ferryl complex (Fe(IV)=O or Fe(IV)=OH, compound II). The structure of the decarboxylase bound to coproheme (9), however, showed that the reactive propionates are positioned pointing away from the distal pocket; their orientation below the porphyrin plane prohibits any direct access of the reactive propionates to an Fe/H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} species (Fig. 1). This suggested a more complicated reaction mechanism where, like in heme side chain–modifying enzymes (3, 4) or cyclooxygenases (10), electrons or protons might be conveyed from the substrate to a reactive iron intermediate via a redox-active amino acid side chain. Such transfers of protons and electrons could occur sequentially or by proton-coupled electron transfer. Alternatively, homolytic scission of an Fe(III)–coproheme–OOH bond could yield a hydroxyl radical (‘\(\text{OH}\)’ that is channeled by the active site toward a specific C–H bond on the reactive propionate. A mechanism of this type would be consistent with the proposed self-hydroxylation catalyzed by heme oxygenases (1) and with the decarboxylase structure (9), which lacks the typical apparatus of enzymes that activate \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) by heterolytic cleavage. How the enzyme would convey a highly reactive ‘\(\text{OH}\)’ to specific sites of reaction on the two propionates is unclear.

To distinguish among these pathways, EPR spectroscopy and kinetic methods were used to monitor the coproheme decarboxylation using WT, mutant, and site-selectively deuterated proteins as well as deuterium-labeled substrates. Strong experimental evidence is presented in support of a mechanism where the substrate iron activates \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\), Tyr-145 forms a radical spe-
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Figure 1. Coproheme decarboxylase subunit and active site structure with the substrate analog, manganese coproporphyrin, bound (PDB ID: 5T2K). A, the subunit structure of coproheme decarboxylase (green schematic) showing a bound manganese coproheme. The unreactive pair of propionates points toward the solvent exterior and to the right in this diagram. B, residues hydrogen-bonded to reactive propionates 2 (P2) and 4 (P4) are indicated with dashed lines. Tyr-145, Tyr-113, Trp-157, and Trp-159 are all redox-active side chains and potential sites of catalytic radical formation. Trp-159, in the foreground of P4 in this view, has been omitted for clarity. Three water molecules involved in hydrogen-bonding networks to each propionate are included. Atoms are labeled: carbon (green), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red), and iron (purple).

Results

Deuterium-labeled coproporphyrin III was generated in high yield

Deuterium-labeled coproporphyrinogen III (Fig. S1) was prepared in a single step by co-incubating 3,3,5,5-2H4-aminolevulinic acid (D4-ALA)2 and the enzymes HemB–E in buffer in an anaerobic chamber. Colorless D-coproporphyrinogen III was generated in high yield by co-incubating 3,3,5,5-2H4-aminolevulinic acid (D4-ALA) and the enzymes HemB–E in buffer in an anaerobic chamber. Colorless D-coproporphyrinogen III was generated in high yield

D-Tyr-labeled decarboxylase was generated in low yield and its reaction was less efficient than that of unlabeled protein

Typical pure protein yields for the decarboxylase were ~8 mg/liter culture. By contrast, pure D-Tyr-labeled enzyme was produced at 2 mg/liter culture, due to low levels of expression in the Tyr auxotrophic strain. Complete conversion of substrate to product required 400 eq of H2O2 (pH 7.4 potassium phosphate, 20 °C). Under those conditions, the reaction was complete within 1 min (Fig. S3).

By contrast, prior work showed that ~10 eq of H2O2 was sufficient to convert the WT/unlabeled enzyme–coproheme complex to heme b; the small excess of H2O2 was required due to competing side reactions between H2O2 and the protein/heme (7, 9). A ferric harderoheme complex accrues with a formation rate constant previously fitted to k = 2.9 min⁻¹ or t1/2 = 14 s, and heme b forms with k = 0.30 min⁻¹ (t1/2 = 140 s, pH 7.4 potassium phosphate, 20 °C) (7).

Time-resolved EPR demonstrated formation and decay of an organic radical reaction intermediate

The decarboxylase–coproheme complex and 10 eq of H2O2 were manually mixed (pH 8.8, 20 °C) and subsequently freeze-trapped in EPR tubes at time points from 0.5 to 5 min. The resulting 77 K, X-band EPR spectra illustrated the formation of an EPR-active S = 1⁄2 species within 0.5 min that subsequently decayed nearly to baseline over the next 5 min (Fig. 2A).

Although a full EPR kinetic time course is lacking, the appearance of the S = 1⁄2 species within 0.5 min of mixing and its subsequent decay within 300 s are kinetically consistent with its assignment as an intermediate in the conversion of coproheme to heme b, based on the expected reaction t1/2 = 140 s for heme b formation cited above (7). Moreover, the 14-s half-life for the initial decarboxylation of P2 to yield harderoheme and the ~300-s lifetime of the radical species overall suggest that the observed EPR signals most likely represent superimposed radical intermediate density from both the decarboxylations of P2 and P4, particularly at the later time points (7). This observation is consistent with prior stopped-flow analyses, which showed

700-nm range. The predicted exact mass for the [M + H]⁺ ion (667.3 g/mol, M = C36H26D12N4O8) is observed in the mass spectrum (Fig. S1), with the same expected isotopic distribution reported previously for D-coproporphyrin (MS, [M + H]⁺: 667.3 Da, determined distribution: Mfull-2D, 14.6%; Mfull-5D, 21.0%; Mfull-8D, 17.1%; Mfull-11D, 34.6%; Mfull-14D, 1.3%). The starting materials and products were subsequently analyzed by 1H NMR (Fig. S2). The data show loss of intensity in peaks associated with the four propionate carbons (11.2–11.3 ppm), indicating that the protons at these positions have been substituted with deuterium. Consistent with prior work (11), substitution at the meso positions is not complete, suggesting that a small amount of reintroduction of 1H occurs during the biosynthesis. The molar yield of pure D-coproporphyrin III, based on the amount of D4-ALA used in the reaction, was 90 ± 5% of the expected theoretical yield.

3 The abbreviations used are: D4-ALA, 3,3,5,5-2H4-aminolevulinic acid; μW, microwatt(s); mW, milliwatt(s).
that the P2 and P4 decarboxylations were similar in rate and not
temporally well-resolved (8).

Double integration of the 0.5-min sample spectrum and
comparison with a TEMPO standard curve indicated that it
contained a 35 $\mu$M concentration of the EPR-active species per
100 $\mu$M decarboxylase–coproheme complex initially present,
where the complex converts nearly stoichiometrically to decar-
boxylase–heme $b$ under the conditions used. The spectrum
showed a partially resolved four-line signal centered at $g =
2.005$ with a peak-to-trough line width of $20 \pm 7$ G, and the fine structure is lost, consistent with the radical’s assignment as a tyrosyl.

The organic radical is localized on a tyrosine side chain

To gain more information about the radical species, spectra
for the 0.5-min sample were measured as a function of applied
microwave power and at varying temperatures (Fig. 2, B and C).
Increasing power yielded a series of similar looking traces that
diminished in intensity with $P_{1/2} = 190 \mu$W. A value in this range
is consistent with an amino acid–based radical that is not
strongly exchange-coupled to the electronic spin of a nearby
paramagnetic metal. Coupling would enhance the spin-lattice
relaxation for the radical and raise $P_{1/2}$. Values of $P_{1/2}$ for com-

426 pound I, for example, where the por-

427 cytochrome P450 cam), $P_{1/2} = 1$ mW (16). The
effect of temperature on the spectrum was likewise character-

istic of an organic side-chain radical (17), with signal intensity
diminishing steadily as the temperature was lowered from 200
3998 to 30 K. The isotropic diminution in spectral intensity with
either increasing power or decreasing temperature is suggestive
of a single organic radical rather than a distribution of species.

To test whether the radical species was a tyrosyl, the protein
was expressed with all of its tyrosine side chains carbon-deu-
terated. The deuterium nucleus has an integer spin ($I_D = 1$) that
couples weakly to the electron spin relative to the proton
nucleus ($I_H = 1/2$); perdeuteration consequently eliminates
the doublet hyperfine splitting observed for $^1$H in the EPR spectra
to carbon radicals. Moreover, deuteration lowers the EPR
peak-to-trough line width for free tyrosine from 21 to 8 G (12).
Consistent with its assignment as a neutral tyrosyl radical, the
spectrum measured for the Tyr-deuterated decarboxylase fol-

owing reaction with 400 eq of H$_2$O$_2$ (<30 s) displayed no
hyperfine features and a significantly narrowed line width (7 G)
(Fig. 2D).

The EPR spectrum for the intermediate can be simulated with
hyperfine coupling due to the Tyr-145 methylene protons and
slight g-anisotropy

Studies of site-specifically deuterated tyrosines have shown
that the electron spin of the tyrosyl radical localizes on the ring
1, 3, and 5 carbons (12, 18). Coupling of the electron spin to $^1$H
on carbons 3 and 5 is weak and relatively insensitive to the
protein environment. Doublet splitting due to each of the two
methylene C$\beta$ protons (H$_A$ and H$_B$; Scheme 1), however, con-
ststitutes the major contributor to hyperfine structure and depends on each proton’s position relative to the p\textsubscript{z} orbital on the ring C1, according to Equation 1,

\[ A_H = B_0\rho + B_1\rho\cos^2\theta \]  

(Eq. 1)

where \( A_{HA} \) is the isotropic hyperfine coupling due to C\( \beta \)-H for \( H_A \) or \( H_B \), \( \rho \) is the ring carbon unpaired electron spin density (ranging over 0.35–0.42 for C1 for known protein tyrosyl radicals), and \( B_1 \) is a constant (58 G for tyrosyl radicals) (12, 18, 19). \( B_0 \ll B_1 \) and is usually neglected (12).

Analysis of the crystal structure for the homopentameric decarboxylase–coproheme complex (Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 5T2K) (9) allowed us to identify an average \( \Theta_{HA} = 45.41 \pm 2.20^\circ \) and \( \Theta_{HB} = 72.21 \pm 2.01^\circ \) for Tyr-145 (errors represent ±1 S.D.). Inserting each of these angles and \( \rho = 0.35–0.42 \) into Equation 1 yielded predicted hyperfine coupling constants \( A_{1HA} = 10–12 \) G and \( A_{1HB} = 1.9–2.3 \) G. These ranges and \( g = 2.005 \) gave starting values for fitting the spectrum for the intermediate trapped at 30 s (Fig. S4). The fit refined to give \( A_{1HA} = 9.6 \) and \( A_{1HB} = 2.5 \) G, each of which is close to the predicted range. A small degree of g-anisotropy (\( g_x = 2.006, g_y = 2.005, g_z = 2.004 \)) improved the fit, possibly reflecting small differences in the individual subunits of the homopentamer or delocalization of radical character onto other tyrosines (total of 9 per monomer). Hence, the spectrum appears to be consistent with a radical on residue Tyr-145. Accurate simulation of the X-band EPR spectrum, without making assumptions about the identity or structure of the tyrosine giving rise to the spectrum, the likely degree of g-anisotropy, or the range of values for \( \rho \), will require further analysis of the corresponding high-field EPR spectrum, using \( g_x \) to solve for \( \theta \) and \( \rho \), as described previously (19).

**Loss of the EPR radical signal specifically in the Y145S mutant suggests that Tyr-145 is the site of the radical intermediate**

Four aromatic amino acids that could potentially harbor radical electron density (20) surround the pair of reactive propionates: Tyr-145 (propionate 2) and Trp-198, Trp-157, and Tyr-113 (propionate 4) (Fig. 1). Substitution of each of the latter three by redox-inactive residues had little or no effect on the number of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) equivalents required to convert the enzyme–coproheme complex to heme b, although there were some differences in HPLC profiles of porphyrin-containing products versus [\( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)]. The W198F mutant, for example, accumulated relatively more harderoheme intermediate than WT, whereas the heme b product bound to Y113S was more susceptible to \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-mediated degradation. These differences suggested that Tyr-113, Trp-198, and Trp-157 may play some role in the coproheme/heme b conversion, but not as an essential catalytic component.

The Y145S mutant, by contrast, exhibited no decarboxylase activity, regardless of the amount of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) added (9). Instead, after the addition of 3000 eq of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), 90% of the initially present coproheme had degraded to a product without an observable UV-visible chromophore. These experiments suggested that Tyr-145 was possibly the site of a catalytic radical.

To test this hypothesis and to determine whether the radical formed in a localized manner, coproheme complexes of the W198F, W157F, Y113S, and Y145S mutants were examined for their ability to form radicals during turnover with \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). Following reaction with 10 eq of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), the W198F, W157F, and Y113S mutants formed radical species with EPR spectral features that were highly similar to each other and to WT (Fig. S4). Small discrepancies in the fitted g-values and hyperfine coupling constants suggest that the radical is sensitive to the changes in the chemical environment that these mutations produce (Table S1). Spin quantification of the spectrum measured for the 30-s samples indicated 30 (A), 30 (B), 42 (C), and 3.8 \( \mu\text{M} \) (D) concentrations of the radical species had formed (compare with WT in Fig. 2A, where 35 \( \mu\text{M} \) accumulated). The radical species formed in the Y145S sample was not apparent above baseline by 150 s.
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By contrast, the Y145S–coproheme complex formed no appreciable radical species under the same reaction conditions. Following the addition of a large excess of H₂O₂ (300 eq), a small amount of an EPR-observable S = ½ species formed (3.8 μM/100 μM protein) (Fig. 3D). The peak-to-trough line width (11 G) was narrower than the spectra in Fig. 2A or Fig. 3 (A–C), the spectrum decayed to baseline more rapidly following the addition of H₂O₂ (within 150 s), and the spectrum measured at 30 s lacked any detectable hyperfine splitting (Fig. S5 and Table S1). Whereas the identity/nature of the radical in this mutant is currently unresolved, it is clear that this species is off the reaction pathway. The dependence of product formation on Tyr-145, the formation of an S = ½ radical whose microwave power and temperature dependences are consistent with an organic radical, and the temporal correlation of the radical decay with product formation support the conclusion that Tyr-145 is the site of a mechanistically crucial radical-based intermediate.

Cleavage of the 2-propionate Cβ–H bond by the Tyr-145 radical is partly rate-limiting

Tyr-145' is well-positioned to remove a hydrogen atom from the coproheme propionate 2 on the carbon β to the tetrapyrole (Fig. 1) (9). A substrate radical at this position would be conjugated to and resonance-stabilized by the macrocycle. To test whether C–H bond cleavage occurs at this position, coproheme with deuterium substituted for protium at all of its propionate β-carbons was prepared. Its reaction with H₂O₂ was studied over time via stopped-flow UV-visible and freeze-quench EPR spectroscopies. The reaction exhibited biphasic kinetics in which the first phase was linearly dependent on H₂O₂ concentration and led to heme b formation (Fig. 4A). The second phase was independent of H₂O₂ and led to loss of the heme b chromophore. Second-order rate constants determined for the first phase as a function of pH are plotted in Fig. 4B along with data previously measured for unlabeled coproheme (8). The rate constants in each case had identical although modest (~3-fold) pH dependences, with a pKₐ = 7.4 and a kᵢ/kₐ kinetic isotope effect of ~2 across the entire pH range. We conclude that the Cβ–H bond is cleaved during the decarboxylation reaction; because the theoretically expected value for a primary hydrogen/deuterium kinetic isotope effect is 7 (21, 22), this step probably only partially limits the rate of coproheme/heme b conversion. The d-coproheme/H₂O₂ reaction was subsequently monitored over time by freeze-quench EPR (Fig. 4C). The amount of Tyr-145’ accumulating at 0.5 min dramatically increased, relative to the unlabeled substrate, to 75 μM/100 μM protein. The ‘Tyr-145’ signal likewise took longer (>30 min instead of ~5 min) to return to baseline for the deuterated complex (data shown to 300 s). These results collectively suggest that Tyr-145’ forms immediately before, and is responsible for, cleavage of the Cβ–D bond.

Figure 4. The decarboxylation of CβD₂-coproheme is 2-fold slower than CβH₂-coproheme and results in substantially greater accumulation of Tyr-145'. A, summary of the biosynthetic scheme for CβD₂-coproheme from D₂-DLAL, illustrating the expected positions of deuterium label incorporation. B, reactions of 10 μM decarboxylase–coproheme (red lines) or –CβD₂-coproheme (blue dashes) with 15, 25, 50, 100, or 250 eq of H₂O₂ (increasing concentrations, right to left) were monitored over time via stopped-flow UV-visible spectroscopy (50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, 25 °C). The traces measured at 402 nm (shown) were fit to two sum of two exponentials. The first phase corresponded to the formation of the decarboxylase–heme complex and the second to heme b decay (8). Inset, kᵢ values derived from fits to the initial phase are plotted versus [H₂O₂]. Linear fits to the data yielded second-order rate constants 210 and 80 M⁻¹ s⁻¹ for coproheme (red circles) and CβD₂-coproheme (blue squares), respectively. C, second-order rate constants for the reactions described in A were measured as a function of pH and were fit to the same pKₐ, D, the tyrosyl radical formed during a single turnover of the decarboxylase–α-coproheme complex (100 μM + 10 eq of H₂O₂) was monitored at 30 s, along with its subsequent decay. Spectra were measured at 0.026 mW, 77 K, pH 8.8. Spin quantitation of the spectrum measured for the 30-s sample indicated 75 μM of the radical species had formed.
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Figure 5. Time-resolved EPR spectra show a ferric \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) component that diminishes in intensity as the \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) signal due to Tyr-145 forms. The X-band EPR spectrum of the decarboxylase–CβD2-coproheme complex (shown at 77 K in Fig. 3C) was remeasured at low temperature (15 K) and over a broad magnetic field to visualize the substrate-bound iron at \( t = 0 \) (black lines, 100 \( \mu \text{M}, 0.850 \text{ mW}, \text{pH 8.8} \)). The 15 K spectrum for the sample measured 30 s after the addition of 10 eq of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) is shown in red. The 700–3000-G region is shown at an amplified scale in the inset. An \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) signal, attributed to the ferric CβD2-coproheme, is apparent at both time points, diminishing in intensity from 97 ± 5 \( \mu \text{M} \) at 0 s to 25 ± 5 \( \mu \text{M} \) at 30 s. Over the same time interval, the \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) signal attributed to Tyr-145 in Fig. 4C formed (75 ± 5 \( \mu \text{M} \)).

Tyr-145 formation is accompanied by loss of the high-spin iron signal

EPR spectra were remeasured at 15 K for the \( t = 0 \) and 30 s samples from Fig. 4C to characterize changes at the iron center that accompany formation of Tyr-145 (Fig. 5). The spectrum measured at 0 s was largely high-spin (\( S = \frac{1}{2} \)) and rhombic, similar to spectra previously reported for HemQ-coproheme complexes from *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Listeria monocytogenes* (23). At 30 s, no obvious new signals due to iron species appeared. Instead, ~70% of the doubly integrated spectral intensity was lost from the \( t = 0 \) high-spin signal. At the same time, the \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) signal attributed to Tyr-145 appeared (77 K data shown in Fig. 2). These data are consistent with the conversion of some of the initially available Fe(III) to an EPR-silent iron species, such as low-spin Fe(IV)=O (\( S = 0 \)), as Tyr-145 forms.

Tyr-145 also catalyzes the decarboxylation of the ferric harderoheme intermediate

The data presented above suggest that Tyr-145 facilitates the initial, slower decarboxylation of coproheme to harderoheme. Data presented here and previously also suggest that, if a similar radical mechanism is used for conversion of harderoheme to heme \( b \), Tyr-145 is also responsible. Specifically, reactions of the W198F, W157F, and Y113S mutants were not interrupted at the harderoheme/heme \( b \) interconversion step, and the Y145S mutant did not yield heme \( b \) (7). To examine directly whether Tyr-145 is also involved in the harderoheme/heme \( b \) conversion, the decarboxylase–harderoheme complex was generated, and its reaction with 10 eq of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) was followed over time by freeze-quench EPR. A radical species with features similar to those in Fig. 2 formed and decayed over time (Fig. 6, Fig. S4, and Table S1). Product analysis identified the end species of the reaction as heme \( b \) (7). These data suggest that Tyr-145 forms and reacts in the harderoheme-bound enzyme and may therefore also be responsible for decarboxylating propionate 4.

Discussion

Heme biosynthesis in many bacteria concludes with a pair of oxidative decarboxylations. Coproheme serves as both substrate and cofactor in these reactions, and the two vinyl groups of heme \( b \) are products. A similar heme- and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)-dependent reaction is catalyzed by the unusual cytochrome P450, OleT. This enzyme reacts with \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) to form the catalytic Fe(IV)=O (por\(^{+}\) ) species, which in turn directly abstracts a hydrogen atom from the carbon at the \( \beta \)-position relative to the carboxylate group of a fatty acid. For long-chain substrates (\( C_n \), \( n \approx 20 \)), this is followed by transfer of an electron and proton to the resulting Fe(IV)=OH (por), yielding Fe(III)por, CO\(_2\), the \( n \)-1 alkene, and water (24).

Although coproheme decarboxylase catalyzes a similar reaction, its structural constraints are different from those of OleT. Specifically, the two sites of decarboxylation, propionates at peripheral tetrapyrrole positions 2 and 4, are positioned such that neither has direct access to the distal pocket where \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) is activated (Fig. 1). This suggested two possible mechanisms. First, oxidizing equivalents could be conveyed by diffusion of \( \text{OH}^- \), generated via homolytic cleavage of a ferric hydroperoxy intermediate, from the site of the Fe/\( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) reaction to each propionate. Alternatively, the oxidation could proceed through a relay mechanism involving one or more amino acid side chains as intermediaries, possibly dissecting the requisite hydrogen atom transfer reaction into proton and electron transfer steps.

Results reported here clearly support the latter mechanism. Time-resolved freeze-quench experiments demonstrated the formation and decay of an EPR-active, \( S = \frac{1}{2} \) species during the
course of a single turnover of the decarboxylase–coproheme complex (Fig. 2). This species had power and temperature dependences consistent with its assignment as an organic radical. Narrowing of the spectral line width and loss of $^1$H-hyperfine coupling in spectra for the d-Tyr–labeled protein allowed assignment of the radical species as a tyrosyl (Fig. S3), which mutagenesis confirmed to be localized specifically at the Tyr-145 side chain (Fig. 3).

Separation between the sites of oxidant activation and substrate oxidation is a recurring motif in metalloenzyme catalysis. Class 1 ribonucleotide reductase provides a classic example, in which oxidizing equivalents are conveyed from the dinuclear iron cluster where O$_2$ is reductively activated to a nearby tyrosine and ultimately to a catalytic cysteine residue more than 30 Å away (25). Heme-dependent lignin peroxidases translate the oxidizing power of the catalytic Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$) species over similar distances and to the protein surface, allowing the enzyme to access large, water-insoluble lignin substrates (26). A heme/alkylperoxide reaction in prostaglandin synthase generates Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$), which in turn oxidizes a tyrosine side chain to the tyrosyl radical. The tyrosyl specifically abstracts the hydrogen atom from the C13 position on a large, polyunsaturated arachidonic acid substrate (10). Distinct from OleT, the resulting fatty acyl radical is prevented from transferring an electron to the heme iron; instead, it reacts directly with O$_2$ to form an intermediate adduct. Heme A synthase and certain cytochrome P450 subtypes are in some ways most analogous to coproheme decarboxylase, because the same heme molecule is both the catalytic moiety and the scaffold for the substrate (3, 4). In each case, oxidation of amino acid side chains by Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$) is proposed to generate amino acid radicals, which, in turn, abstract hydrogen atoms from heme methyl substituents. Subsequent transfer of the resulting electron on the methyl carbon to the heme Fe(IV) generates a methyl carbocation, which is primed for nucleophilic attack by either water or carboxylate side chains.

These examples illustrate how, using one oxidizable amino acid side chain or a series of them, Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$) can extend its reach over sometimes long distances. The amino acid intermediary additionally provides a degree of control over what happens after the initial hydrogen atom abstraction from the substrate. In the case of OleT, in which the hydrogen atom transfers directly to Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$), the resulting substrate radical transfers a second electron to the nearby Fe(IV)$=O$ (por). By contrast, in prostaglandin synthase, the arachidonic acid radical is removed from the analogous Fe(IV)$=O$ (por) species and instead reacts with O$_2$. Coproheme decarboxylase appears to use Tyr-145 as an intermediary, connecting the oxidizing power of the presumptive Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$) intermediate to the C$\beta$ carbon of each reactive propionate. The resulting propionyl radical electron is then transferred to the Fe(IV).

Although there is no direct evidence as yet for Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$) as the reactive species, the production of Tyr-145$^\ast$ occurred along with loss of the starting ferric coproheme S = $^{1/2}$ signal and without the clear appearance of new EPR-active species (Fig. 5). These observations are consistent with a mechanism in which ferric coproheme first reacts with H$_2$O$_2$ to form a ferric hydroperoxy intermediate. Protonation and heterolytic cleavage of the intermediate would yield Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$) and water. This high-valent species could subsequently remove a hydrogen atom from Tyr-145 to form Tyr-145$. The tyrosyl radical then abstracts a hydrogen atom from the C$\beta$ of propionate 2 in a step that partially limits the overall reaction rate. Electron transfer from the C$\beta$ to Fe(IV) occurs with loss of CO$_2$ and formation of a new vinyl group. A second round of reaction with H$_2$O$_2$ generates Tyr-145$^\ast$ again in the harderoheme complex, allowing for a sec-
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**Tyrosyl radical–mediated decarboxylation**

Once formed, Tyr-145$^\ast$ abstracts a hydrogen atom from a nearby propionate C$\beta$–H in a step that appears to be partially rate-limiting (Fig. 4). Supporting this conclusion, deuteration of the propionate $\beta$-carbons elicits a 2-fold (rather than the theoretically predicted 7-fold) decrease in the second-order rate constant for the decarboxylase/H$_2$O$_2$ reaction (22). Moreover, about twice as much Tyr-145$^\ast$ accumulates in the time-resolved EPR spectra when the propionate is deuterated, suggesting that this species directly abstracts the hydrogen atom from propionate 2. Hydrogen atom transfer is expected to leave behind a C$\beta$ radical, which we anticipate quickly transfers to the substrate Fe(IV) as CO$_2$ is lost and a new C=C double bond forms (Scheme 2).

Prior work showed that the initial decarboxylation of propionate 2, yielding harderoheme, is slightly slower than the subsequent decarboxylation of propionate 4. Whereas we inferred that the harderoheme reacted with a second molecule of H$_2$O$_2$ to form heme $b$, it was not certain whether this reaction utilized the same Tyr-145 radical. To address this question directly, we generated the decarboxylase–harderoheme complex and monitored its reaction with H$_2$O$_2$ by time-resolved, freeze-quench EPR. An S = $^{1/2}$ signal having line width and hyperfine features similar to those of the analogous coproheme intermediate was observed (Fig. 6). This suggested that harderoheme’s propionate 4 is also decarboxylated using Tyr-145$^\ast$ as an intermediary. Whether the harderoheme reacts in the same orientation as shown in Fig. 1 or whether the propionate first forms a hydrogen bonding interaction with Tyr-145, either by leaving the active site and rebinding in a reactive configuration or by rotating ~90° in situ, is unknown.

**Conclusions**

Our results support a catalytic model in which the decarboxylase–coproheme complex reacts with H$_2$O$_2$ to form an activated intermediate, possibly Fe(IV)$=O$ (por$^+$), that in turn oxidizes Tyr-145 to Tyr-145$. The tyrosyl radical then abstracts a hydrogen atom from the C$\beta$ of propionate 2 in a step that partially limits the overall reaction rate. Electron transfer from the C$\beta$ to Fe(IV) occurs with loss of CO$_2$ and formation of a new vinyl group. A second round of reaction with H$_2$O$_2$ generates Tyr-145$^\ast$ again in the harderoheme complex, allowing for a sec-
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**Scheme 2. Proposed mechanism for coproheme decarboxylation.** The Cβ-carbon from which a hydrogen atom is transferred is labeled. There is no direct evidence for the intermediacy of a coproheme compound I (shown in brackets) or the subsequent Cβ-carboxylation species; their presence is merely proposed hypothetically.

 ordained decarboxylation in turn. This model is reminiscent of mechanisms proposed for heme A synthase or certain cytochrome P450s, both of which undergo oxidative modifications of their methyl side chains or the initial hydrogen atom transfer from arachidonic acid in prostaglandin synthase. The use of tyrosyl radicals as intermediaries in each case allows for a high degree of reaction control and access of the oxidizing species to otherwise hard-to-reach substrates.

**Experimental procedures**

**Preparation of the decarboxylase (HemQ) from S. aureus**

Expression and purification of WT and mutant proteins (plasmids available from prior work) were carried out as reported previously (7, 9).

**Preparation of the decarboxylase with deuterated tyrosine side chains**

L-tyrosine with deuterium substituted for protium at all of its carbon atoms (D6-L-Tyr, 98% label incorporation) was obtained from Cambridge Isotopes. The decarboxylase was overexpressed in a tyrosine-auxotrophic strain of *Escherichia coli* C43 (DE3) ML14 (ΔtyrA) (Addgene) (34), which had been transfected with the same pET28a-hemQ construct used above. M63 minimal growth medium contained 3 g/liter KH2PO4, 7 g/liter K2HPO4, 2 g/liter glucose, 2 g/liter NH4Cl, 10 mg/liter thiamine, 50 mg/liter kanamycin, 10 μM CuSO4, 30 μM FeSO4, and 1 mM MgSO4. Before inoculation, the medium was supplemented with an amino acid mixture containing 16 mg/liter His, 35 mg/liter Val, 35 mg/liter Phe, 40 mg/liter Leu, 40 mg/liter Asp, 40 mg/liter Ile, and either 80 mg of unlabeled Tyr or 50 mg of D6-Tyr (L-enantiomers used for all amino acids). A starter culture was generated by inoculating 2 ml of lysogeny broth plus 50 mg/liter kanamycin with a single colony of the expression strain from a freshly streaked plate. The culture was grown on a 250 rpm shaker incubator for 10 h at 37 °C and then used to inoculate (1:500) 10 ml of fresh M63 + amino acids + kanamycin. After 12 h (37 °C, 250 rpm), the 10-ml culture was used to inoculate (1:1000) 6 1-liter flasks of M63 + amino acids + kanamycin. Cultures were grown at 37 °C until an A600 of 0.4 was reached. Protein expression was induced by adding isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (0.5 mM final concentration), and the temperature was lowered to 20 °C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation after 16 h, and the enzyme was purified and substrate was loaded in the same fashion as for the unlabeled enzyme.

**Generation of decarboxylase–substrate complexes**

Purified protein was incubated at 4 °C in the dark with gentle stirring for 24 h with either the substrate ferric coproheme III, the three-propionate–substituted intermediate (ferric 2-vinyl-4,6,7-tripropionic acid heme, commonly named harderoheme isomer III (35), although it is now understood not to be associated with the harderian gland (36)), or deuterated coproheme III (D-coproheme, synthesis described below) in a 1:1 subunit/coproheme ratio. Unbound coproheme was removed by repeated rounds of centrifuge filtration, and the protein–ligand complexes were further purified on an S-200 Sephacryl gel filtration column (0.4 ml/min). Fractions were collected using an AKTA purification system and then screened via UV-visible spectroscopy (Cary50) for the presence of a ferric porphyrin. Fractions with Rz values ≥ 0.8 (Rz = absorbanceSoret/absorbance280 nm) were pooled. For D6-Tyr–labeled protein, protein with Rz ≥ 0.4 was retained. Bound porphyrin concentrations were determined by the pyridine hemochrome method. Briefly, 50 μl of protein solution (at 50–300 μM) was mixed with 200 μl of 50 mM NaOH containing 20% pyridine by volume. 3 μl of 0.1 M K3[Fe(CN)6] was added, and the oxidized spectrum was measured; 3–5 mg of solid sodium dithionite (Na2S2O4) was then added to yield spectra for the reduced pyridine-bound hemes. Difference spectra (reduced minus oxidized, r–o) were used to determine the concentration of metalloporphyrin released from the protein. For coproheme, εr–o 546 nm = 23.2 mM−1 cm−1; for heme b, εr–o 556 nm = 28.4 mM−1 cm−1. The Bradford and pyridine hemochrome assays for protein and Fe-porphyrin, respectively, were used to determine the cofactor occupancy in the purified complexes.

**Biosynthesis, purification, and characterization of deuterium-labeled coproheme**

Site-specifically deuterated coproheme III was synthesized enzymatically in vitro (11). The heme biosynthesis enzymes porphobilinogen synthase (HemB), porphobilinogen deaminase (HemC), uroporphyrinogen III synthase (HemD), uroporphyrinogen III decarboxylase (HemE), coproporphyrinogen
oxidase (HemY), and ferrochelatase (HemH) were recombinantly expressed in His$_6$-tagged forms from synthetic genes in pET 15b or 28a vectors (Genscript). Sequences for the genes encoding HemB, -C, -D, and -E were obtained from the E. coli K12 genome in the NCBI database and used without modification (genome accession number NC_000913.3 at location 388753–389727, 3989825–3990766, 3989088–3989828, and 4197716–4198780 for hemB, -C, -D, and -E, respectively). Sequences encoding HemY and HemH in S. aureus Newman were likewise obtained from NCBI (accession number NC_009641.1 at 1923252–1924652 for hemY and 1924676–1925599 for hemH) and codon-optimized for heterologous expression in E. coli. Individual plasmids were transformed into Tuner(DE3) cells (Novagen). Heterologous expression was carried out in 1-liter flasks of Terrific Broth supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic (kanamycin or ampicillin). Flasks were inoculated 1:100 with a freshly saturated starter culture and grown at 37 °C until an optical density of 0.4–0.6 at 600 nm was reached. Isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside was added to a final concentration of 100 μM, the temperature was lowered to 20 °C, and the cells were grown overnight. Cell pellets harvested by centrifugation were lysed by sonication in buffer A (50 mM Tris, pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole), the lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 45,000 g at 4 °C, and the supernatants were loaded onto a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid affinity column (Bio-Rad) equilibrated with buffer A. Protein was eluted by a 300-ml linear gradient from 0 to 100% buffer B (50 mM Tris (pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 50% glycerol) and storing the pure fractions at −80 °C. Biosynthetically generated hemes and their precursors were analyzed by the methods outlined below.

**HPLC**

20–25 μl of porphyrin or heme samples were injected onto a Hypersil Gold PFP 5-μm column (150 × 4.6 mm, Thermo Fisher) attached to an Agilent 1100 series HPLC instrument. Solvent A was H$_2$O with 0.1% TFA, and solvent B was acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA. Samples were run at a flow rate of 2.5 ml/min starting with isocratic 10% B for 3 min, followed by a linear gradient from 10% B to 95% B over 13 min. This was followed by isocratic 95% B for 3 min and a 2-min wash with 10% B. UV-visible absorbance was monitored at 400 nm. Coproporphyrin and coproheme samples were quantified via standard curves (0–20 μM) based on HPLC peak integration.

**MS**

Tetrapyrrole intermediates and products were analyzed via HPLC in line with electrospray ionization MS to verify their expected masses and deuterium incorporation. HPLC was carried out using an Agilent 1290 system and Agilent PLRP-S PSDBV column (3.0-μm particles, 50 mm × 1.0-mm diameter, P/N PL1312-1300). The column was maintained at 50 °C with a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min. Solvent A consisted of water with 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. Solvent B was acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid. The column was equilibrated to 5% B before sample injection. A linear gradient from 5 to 95% B was used from 1.0 to 4.0 min, followed by 95% B (4.0–5.0 min) and 5% B (5.0–6.0 min). Column eluate was imported into an Agilent 6538 quadrupole time of flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer with an electrospray ionization source. Source parameters were as follows: drying gas, 8.0 liters/min; drying gas heat, 350 °C; nebulizer 55 p.s.i.; capillary voltage, 3500 V; capillary exit, 100 V. Spectra were collected in positive mode from 50 to 1700 m/z at a rate of 2 Hz.

**NMR spectroscopy**

Coproporphyrin III, d-coproheme III, and their aminolevulinic acid precursors were analyzed by NMR to assess the position and extent of deuterium label incorporation into the latter. All compounds were characterized by 1H using a Bruker 300-MHz NMR and/or a Bruker AVANCE III 500-MHz NMR spectrometer, equipped with a Prodigy™ cryoprobe and SampleJet™ automatic sample-loading system. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm (δ) relative to the residual solvent peak in the corresponding spectra (deuterium oxide δ 4.79, D$_4$-methanol δ 3.31), and coupling constants (J) are reported in hertz (Hz) and analyzed using MestReC NMR data processing.

**Monitoring decarboxylase reactions in real time with stopped-flow UV-visible spectroscopy**

Data were measured using a Hi-Tech Scientific stopped-flow spectrometer in single mixing mode with diode array detection. The decarboxylase–ferric tetrapyrrole complex (5–10 μM) was...
mixed inside the EPR tube with an equal volume of H2O2 or peracetic acid before measurement of spectra. Data were measured at varying time points and fit using Kinetic Studio (Hi-Tech Scientific) software to exponential decay functions to determine rate constants (kobs). For each experimental condition, all data were measured in at least triplicate and averaged. Plots of kobs versus oxidant concentration were fit with linear least-squares regression analysis to determine second-order rate constants (Kaleidagraph). Reactions were carried out over a range of pH values in either 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 5.8, 6.6, and 7.4) or 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.2 or 8.8).

**Time-resolved EPR spectroscopic analyses of the reaction of decarboxylase–tetrapyrrole complexes with H2O2**

EPR data were measured on a Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer (X-band, 9.37 MHz) using a Bruker Cold Edge (Sumitomo Cryogenics) cryogen-free system with a Mercury iTC controller unit. In all cases, averages of four scans are reported. For the reaction time course experiments, 120-μl aliquots of enzyme–substrate complex (200 μM, pH/D 8.8, 298 K) were manually mixed inside the EPR tube with an equal volume of H2O2 (D2O2) containing either 10 or 300 eq of the oxidant and frozen in liquid N2 at time points between 30 and 300 s. Organic radical spectra were measured at 77 K, 25-μW microwave power, 100-kHz modulation frequency, and 5-G modulation amplitude. Signals were double-integrated over 3250–3450 G (OriginLab) and compared with TEMPO standards (0, 25, 50, and 100 μM) measured under similar conditions for spin quantitation. Iron spectra were measured at 15 K with 2-mW microwave power over a field of 500–3500 G. Spectral g-values were determined via simulations of experimental data sets utilizing Easyspin software (37).

For studies of the dependence of the organic radical EPR signal intensity on temperature, the instrument parameters were the same as above but with temperatures set at intervals between 15 and 200 K. The normalized intensity (I1) was plotted versus temperature.

\[
I_n = \frac{I_o \times T \times 10^{db \text{ gain}}}{\text{gain}}
\]  

(Eq. 2)

Here, I1 is the doubly integrated signal, T is temperature, dB is microwave power, and gain is the amplifier gain.

For studies of the power saturation properties of the organic radical EPR signal, data were measured over 0.85 μW to 103 mW at 77 K. The power at half-saturation (P1/2) was determined via nonlinear least-squares regression analysis of the log(I/P0.5) versus P plots using Equation 3,

\[
\log \left( \frac{1}{b \sqrt{P}} \right) = -\left( \frac{b}{2} \right) \log (P_{1/2}^b + P) + \left( \frac{b}{2} \right) \log (P_{1/2}^b) + \log (k)
\]  

(Eq. 3)

where P is the microwave power, I is the peak-to-trough EPR signal intensity, b is a factor describing the homogeneity of the radical signal (where a value of 1 is non-homogenous and a value of 3 is completely homogenous), and k is an intensity correction factor.
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